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1. Introduct ion  
1.1 Prob lem Statement and Research Aim 
The concept of sustainable development is a widely discussed topic. However, defining the term 
is a difficult task as a variety of interpretations and definitions exist. The perhaps most well 
known of those comes from the report of the World Commission on Environment and 
Development (1987), also known as the Brundtland report: 
 
Humanity has ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (p. 24).   
 
Sustainability can further be described as an integrative concept, which considers environmental, 
social, and economic aspects as three fundamental dimensions. These three dimensions also have 
been denoted as the pillars of sustainability.  
 
Sustainable development has become especially important in regard to our current production 
methods. Many of those methods appear to be irreparably degrading the environment and at the 
same time increasing social inequalities and rural unemployment. However, by acting 
environmentally and socially responsible, (sustainable) companies could decrease their adverse 
impacts. This concept is called corporate sustainability and it originates from the above-
mentioned concept of sustainable development (Linnenluecke and Griffiths, 2010, p. 257).  
 
On the other hand, if the widely accepted assumption is true and companies (except non-profit 
organizations [NGOs]) indeed are primarily profit-oriented enterprises, then why should they care 
about environmental or social problems? In fact, Lee and Ball (2004) suggest that there is little 
evidence that corporations become more sustainable voluntarily for any other reasons than those 
related to self-interests (p. 89). Thus, it is seems reasonable to assume that companies behave 
sustainable only if they can benefit from that. The question comes up, whether it is possible for 
an organization to act sustainable and simultaneously increase its profitability.  
 
A research conducted by Fowler and Hope (2007) confirms this assumption, as it claims to have 
identified a body of studies indicating the existence of win-win scenarios, where steps towards 
corporate sustainability lead to maximized returns (p. 28). The authors also found a variety of 
studies indicating that a proactive corporate environmental strategy can increase the firm’s 
competitiveness (Ibid., p. 28). Finally, the authors present a number of research claiming that 
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firms need to incorporate sustainability issues into their strategy in order to increase their 
chances to remain competitive and stay in business (Ibid., p. 28). 
 
However, a study conducted by Taylor, Barker and Simpson (2003) claims that in reality 
companies often view environmental and social considerations as barriers to their profitability. 
Again a number of other studies suggest that even those companies proactively addressing 
environmental as well as social challenges rarely consider them as central to their business 
strategy (Linnenluecke and Griffiths, 2010, p. 257). Often managers rather treat sustainability 
performance as a separate business item. They see it as unrelated and disconnected to the 
company’s core interests and it’s strategy. This might be the reason why sustainability can fail 
to get the attention and investments that other business items attain.  
 
As part of this thesis a literature research was conducted to identify industries with a 
particularly low sustainability engagement. Here, industrialized agriculture appeared to have 
especially harmful impacts, as this sector heavily depends on the use of large quantities of 
pesticides, fertilizers and fossil fuels, all of which can harm the environment (Horrigan, Lawrence 
and Walker, 2002, p. 445). Industrialized agricultural producers also tend to pressure smaller 
producers out of the market and thereby undermine rural communities (Ibid., p. 445).  
 
Those impacts are even worse when meat is produced. One reason is the energy loss related to 
producing grain-fed animals instead of using the grain directly for human nutrition. Other reasons 
are related to wastes and bacteria produced by livestock. A more detailed research of the 
livestock sector indicated that especially the industrialized hog production is particularly 
unsustainable.  
 
The overall objective of this master thesis is therefore the attempt to develop a Framework for 
an Agribusiness Sustainability Management System, (FASMS) that could help the hog industry to 
improve its low sustainability engagement. 
 
In order to develop the FASMS, existing sustainability tools and management systems were 
researched. The outcome of this investigation was the discovery of the Sustainability Strengths-
Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats, (sSWOT) tool that seemed very suitable for the hog industry. 
This tool was then combined with the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System, (ISO 
14001). Additionally, a self-assessment was developed with the aim to help hog producers to 
easily identify their sustainability impacts. The latter was then combined with the sSWOT and 
both were incorporated into a company manual that in turn was integrated into the ISO 14001 
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approach. In other words, a FASMS customized to fit the demands of the hog production 
industry was attempted to create. This process is illustrated in figure 1. 
 
F igure 1: Research Question Development Process 
 
Source : Composed by the author 
 
What the FASMS looks like is explained in more detail in chapter five of this thesis.  
 
1 .2 Importance of the Research  
The lack of sustainability engagement is alarming when considering the dimension of the adverse 
impacts linked to the hog industry. Still, compared to other livestock sectors as for example the 
dairy industry 1  most hog producers are not yet changing their attitudes towards sustainable 
production practices.  
 
At the same time, especially in Europe and the Unites States, (U.S.) this industry is accelerating 
industrializing and drastically increasing its production volume. Only recently the Economist 
published an article about Denmark, home to 5,6 million inhabitants and 30 million hog (’Bringing 
home the bacon’, 2014). Most of those hog are now being produced in so-called Concentrated 
Animal Feeding Operations, (CAFOs), which are characterized by high mechanization and the 
accommodation of thousands of animals in one confined house. Worryingly, research strongly 
suggests that this new form of industrialized hog production is linked to even worse 
sustainability impacts than traditional hog farming (see chapter four for more information). At 
the same time, the livestock sector is one of the most unregulated ones compared to other """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""$"See here for example Guptill (2008) for further information about trends in the U.S. dairy industry. ""
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agricultural sectors (Savard and Bohman, 2003, p. 77). However, different types of public 
resistance against hog CAFOs are evolving. In Lithuania for example, interest groups are already 
successfully opposing the establishment of Danish hog CAFOs in their country (Arunas, 2010, p. 
250).  
 
Other global developments are encouraging and thereby worsening these trends. For example, 
the world population is expected to rise to about 9.3 billion people until 2030 and most of the 
growth is forecasted to occur in the developing countries. In these countries, also the middle 
class is expected to grow through an increase in prosperity, which in turn is likely to shift 
dietary patterns towards a higher consumption of meat. Hog and broiler consumption are 
particularly expected to increase, as they are relatively cheap compared to beef. Also, their 
production systems are more industrialized and therefore faster to react on growing demand 
(Bouwman et al., 2006, p. 76). Delgado et al. (as cited in Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations [FAO], 2011, p. 62) estimates that by 2020 global pork consumption will 
have more than doubled from its 1993 level.  
 
These trends are likely to significantly increase the adverse impacts linked with the current meat 
production systems. Therefore it is about time for the hog industry to change its current 
sustainability approach. The FASMS aims at incentivizing this change. What remains open is to 
discuss why hog producers should apply this system voluntarily, or, in other words, how they 
could potentially benefit from it.  
 
Wall, Weersink and Swanton (2001) suggest a variety of reasons for which agricultural producers 
should engage in sustainability. For example, the authors argue that the already-mentioned win-
win opportunities exist also for agricultural producers and that engaging in sustainability could 
bring them competitive advantages. Further, agricultural producers could reduce their liability 
risks such as insurance and financing costs, as well as lawsuit costs. Addressing sustainability 
could also protect companies from unpredictable future expenses. For example, more stringent 
government regulations could pressure producers to internalize their external costs. Additionally, 
agricultural producers could possibly lower their actual expenses as in many industrialized 
countries tax releases are granted to those companies engaged in sustainability.  
 
Most importantly, it could help agricultural producers to meet consumer demands. The authors 
indicate that surveys suggest an increased demand for environmentally fair food products. 
Recent trends confirm these suggestions, as the market for fair food products is expanding 
quickly despite the recession (United States Department of Agriculture [USDA], 2013). Related 
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to this is a rising consumer awareness of the adverse impacts associated with the current 
agricultural production system.  
By addressing their sustainability challenges, companies could also lower the probability that they 
become the focus of pressure groups or that they attain negative media coverage (Thorne, 
2007, p. 296).  
 
1 .3 Methodology  
This chapter introduces the methodologies used for this thesis. Different methodological 
approaches were used, as a comprehensive literature review was required before the FASMS 
could be developed. 
 
In order to gain information about the hog industry, statistical data was collected from public 
authority homepages and publications. Here, websites from the USDA Economic Research Service, 
as well as from the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service were consulted for example.  
The focus was applied to the U.S. as most data could be found for this country. However, the 
structure of hog CAFOs is very similar around the world and therefore the FASMS is not limited 
to a particular region of the world.  
After having attained statistical data of the industry, its impacts were researched. A multitude of 
relevant social science studies were identified on databases such as Springer, Elsevier and Willey 
to name just a few. Additionally, research was conducted in selected scientific journals such as 
the Journal of Environmental Health Perspectives and the Journal of Animal Science. Further 
scientific studies were found by following cross-references and analysing reference lists.  
 
After having identified a broad variety of studies, the most useful ones were selected and are 
presented in the literature review. The articles chosen for this review are all social science 
studies based on quantitative primary data, whereas that data was collected mainly through the 
means of surveys. However, not all the studies selected necessarily follow this approach, as 
setting such a requirement would have limited the number of suitable articles that could be 
included in the review.  
 
A further literature research was conducted to identify studies that are explaining and evaluating 
existing sustainability tools and systems. Based on this, a management tool and system was 
chosen. Both built the foundation on which the new FASMS was developed. This development 
was conducted individually, nevertheless following the structure of the existing management 
approaches.   
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1.4 Structure of the Work 
In the beginning of chapter two first the potential problems with some of the existing 
sustainability tools and systems are addressed. Then the sSWOT tool is introduced and its 
advantages and disadvantages discussed. After that, the tool’s applicability to the hog industry 
is tested.  
In the third chapter, the hog industry is shortly presented and historic as well as current trends 
are explained, as they are linked to the sustainability impacts. The literature review in chapter 
four then discusses those impacts in more detail.  
These adverse sustainability impacts are then combined with the sSWOT tool and both is 
incorporated into the draft company manual, which in turn is part of the FASMS. The structure 
of the FASMS will be explained in chapter five and in chapter six an outlook of the company 
manual is presented.  
A discussion of the findings follows in chapter seven. Here, the applicability as well as limitations 
of the FASMS is also being argued. Research recommendations are made at the end of this 
thesis.  
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2. Theoret ica l Foundat ion 
2.1 Prob lems with Ex ist ing Susta inab i l i ty Too ls and Systems 
As mentioned earlier, a number of scientific studies suggest that corporations can benefit from 
integrating sustainability into their core business strategy. In reality however companies often 
seem reluctant to do so. In fact, no comprehensive sustainability engagement of major U.S. hog 
producers could be clearly identified when consulting their homepages and publications.  
 
One of many possible explanations for this lack of engagement could be the absence of a 
suitable sustainability management system. In fact, efforts to identify tools and systems that 
would enable companies to (a) integrate all three dimensions of sustainability (b) into their core 
business strategy (c) in an easy and cost efficient manner (d) while simultaneously increasing 
their profitability, have not been always successful.  
 
A system that satisfies all of the just mentioned general criteria and additionally is tailored to 
the needs of the hog production industry could not be identified at all. It seems possible that 
only a limited number of general sustainability tools and systems fulfil some of the general 
criteria. One of those tools is the sSWOT. Adjusted to the specific demands of the hog 
production industry, this tool might be a valuable asset to the FASMS. Whether or not this can 
be true is assessed in this chapter.  
 
2 .2 The Susta inab i l i ty SWOT  
The sSWOT as proposed by Pesonen in 2007 combines the traditional Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, Threats, (SWOT) analysis with the Lifecycle Assessment, (LCA) method and then 
further adds a social dimension to the new approach (Pesonen and Horn, 2013, p. 1783). In that 
way all three dimensions of sustainability are incorporated into one business tool and impacts 
related to all lifecycle stages can be considered.   
 
Although different versions of the sSWOT tool exist, only the version as proposed by Pesonen in 
2007 was used in this thesis. The reason is that the lifecycle perspective is missing in the 
sSWOT tool as introduced by Azapagic (2003). The World Resources Institute, (WRI) has also 
developed a version of the sSWOT tool (WRI, 2012) but that version applies no lifecycle 
perspective and has no social dimension (p. 4).  
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In the next paragraphs, the traditional SWOT, as well as the LCA method is explained shortly. 
Both constitute the foundation of the sSWOT tool and are thereby of importance. Afterwards it 
is explained how the sSWOT can be used.  
 
The traditional SWOT analysis is a well-established management tool and applicable to any kind 
of company. Most managers are already at least somewhat familiar with its framework. The 
traditional SWOT assesses the company’s internal strengths and weaknesses on one hand and its 
external opportunities and threats on the other hand. The matrix format allows managers to 
draw connections between all areas. For example, the company’s internal strengths can be linked 
with its external opportunities. However, this format does not encourage managers to fully 
integrate environmental as well social impacts in their analysis and it neither takes a lifecycle 
perspective.  
 
The LCA aims at identifying and assessing the environmental impacts of a product or service, by 
applying a cradle-to-grave perspective. Cradle-to-grave begins with the gathering of raw materials 
from the earth to create the product and ends at the point when all materials are returned to 
the earth. In other words, the LCA analyses environmental impacts along a product’s full lifespan. 
This enables managers to estimate the cumulative environmental impacts resulting from all 
stages in the product’s life cycle. This often includes impacts not considered in more traditional 
analysis, as for example the SWOT analysis. Nevertheless, this tool does not consider economic 
aspects.  
 
In a next step it is explained how the sSWOT can be applied by an organization. Even though 
the sSWOT can be used for a product, process or service, from now on only the product 
perspective is regarded. 
 
 
The first step in creating the sSWOT matrix involves identifying all major lifecycle stages of the 
product (Pesonen and Horn, 2013, p. 1783). Next, a symbol should be assigned to each lifecycle 
stage (Ibid., p. 1783). Then, the environmental, social and economic impacts relating to each of 
the product’s different lifecycle stages need to be identified (Ibid., p. 1783). Once all the 
impacts have been identified, they need to be organized in the sSWOT matrix (Ibid., p. 1783). 
Figure 2 illustrates the different components of the sSWOT matrix in more detail.  """""
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F igure 2: Sustainability SWOT Matrix 
STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES 
ECONOMIC ECONOMIC 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
SOCIAL SOCIAL 
OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 
ECONOMIC ECONOMIC 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
SOCIAL SOCIAL 
Source: adapted from Pesonen and Horn (2013) 
 
When compiling the matrix, it is important to include the lifecycle symbol above each impact  
(Ibid., p. 1783). In this way, all the impacts can be easily related to their lifecycle stage. 
Additionally, the symbols can indicate the impacts relative importance (Ibid., p. 1783). Here, 
above a minor impact a symbol could be applied just once and above a major impact three 
times, to give one example.  
 
2.2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Susta inab i l i ty SWOT  
Pesonen (2007) suggests that the sSWOT tool has a variety of advantages. For example, the 
sSWOT addresses all three dimensions of sustainability. Secondly, the sSWOT takes a cradle-to-
grave perspective and therefore includes the product’s impacts along all of its lifecycle stages. 
Additionally, the sSWOT allows the visualization of the qualitative importance of the sustainability 
impacts.  
 
To identify the tool’s practical applicability and effectiveness, Pesonen and Horn (2013) 
consulted companies that already implemented the sSWOT tool and asked them about their 
experiences with the tool. The results of this survey indicate that the tool is well received by 
businesses and that it is more easily understood and less resource consuming to implement 
(compared to for example with the LCA). The outcomes of the survey also suggest that the 
tool’s results are easier to communicate to employees. Additionally, their findings claim that in 
many instances the application of the tool lead to concrete changes towards a greater focus on 
sustainability. 
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However, when solely using this tool companies would still need to identify all environmental, 
social and economic impacts along their product’s full lifecycle. As this can be a very challenging 
task (see also chapter five), some companies could potentially be discouraged to use this tool. 
When creating the FASMS it was therefore attempted to reduce this obstacle that companies 
might experience. However, before this attempt can be made, the applicability of the sSWOT to 
the hog production industry needs to be tested.   
 
2.2.2 Appl icab i l i ty of the Susta inab i l i ty SWOT to the Hog Industry  
As mentioned earlier, it is an indispensable requirement of the sSWOT tool that a lifecycle can 
indeed be modelled for the product (Pesonen and Horn, 2012, p. 1783). In the following 
paragraph it is therefore investigated whether a lifecycle can be created for pork (for a more 
detailed lifecycle analysis of pork see also Roy et al., 2011; Reckmann, Traulsen and Krieter, 
2013).   
 
The lifecycle of pork begins with the production of corn or soybean as hog feed. This stage 
includes the growing and milling of the corn or soybean. The feed is then brought to hog farms 
where it is used to feed and nourish the hog until they can be transported to the 
slaughterhouse. After the hog have been butchered, the meat is further processed and packed. 
The pork is then placed in supermarkets, where consumers can purchase it. Finally, the pork is 
eaten or wasted. Wastage of hog meat is included in the lifecycle because a recent study 
showed that U.S. consumers waste around 30 per cent of the pork they purchase (USDA, 2011, 
p. 14). The full lifecycle of a piece of hog meat is illustrated in figure 3. 
 
 
F igure 3: Lifecycle of Pork 
Feed 
Production  
Hog 
Production 
Transportation Slaughtering  Distribution Consumption 
or waste 
      
Source : Composed by the author and partly adapted from Pesonen and Horn (2013)  
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To conclude, it is possible to create a lifecycle and therefore the sSWOT tool can be adjusted to 
the hog production industry.  
 
It is important mentioning here, that the literature research revealed that processing and 
packaging of the hog meat had no significant adverse impacts as compared to feed production, 
hog production, transport and slaughter. The same is true for distribution and consumption. 
Therefore those stages are not presented in the literature review. However, they can still show 
up in the sSWOT matrix. For example, ’increasing consumer demand for sustainable produced hog 
meat’ could be an economic opportunity or economic threat.  
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3. Presentat ion of the Hog Industry  
3.1 Character ist ics  
Hog production in the U.S. has increased significantly over the past decades. From 1988 to 
2012 production of hog, measured in U.S. Dollar, more than doubled from initial $9 billion to 
about $20 billion (USDA, 2012a). This increase was possible because of the industrialization of 
the sector, which is characterized by an increasing dominance of so-called Concentrated Animal 
Feeding Operations, (CAFOs). CAFOs are large Animal Feeding Operations, (AFOs). The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, (EPA) defines those AFOs in the following way (EPA, 2013): 
 
Animal Feeding Operations (AFOs) are agricultural operations where animals are kept and raised in 
confined situations. AFOs generally congregate animals, feed, manure, dead animals, and production 
operations on a small land area. Feed is brought to the animals rather than the animals grazing or 
otherwise seeking feed in pastures. 
 
A large hog CAFO is an AFO accommodating at least either (a) 2,000 hog with each weighing 
55 pounds or more, or (b) 10,000 hog with each weighing less than 55 pounds (EPA, 2012, p. 
2-5). These large CAFOs rely heavily on technologies and resemble commercial operations rather 
than traditional livestock farmers (Cameron, 2008, p. 4). This observation is important, as it is 
the intention of this thesis to create a business-oriented management system. 
 
The following abstract discusses further developments that most potentially have broad 
implications on the hog industry’s sustainability performance. 
 
3 .2 H istor ic and Current Deve lopments  
3.2.1 Farm Size and Number of Farms 
Vallianatos (2012) notes that already ancient Greek farmers controlled farm size, because they 
understood how important equal equity was for the stability of their democracy (p. 340). He 
further explains that also Plato did not think it was fair for any farmer to own a piece of land 
that was more than four times the average-sized farm (Ibid., p. 340). More than 2000 years 
later, farm-size is distributed increasingly inequitably, especially in the U.S. 
 
Data from the USDA (2012b) shows that although hog production exploded, the number of hog 
farms decreased dramatically. While in 1988 more than 300,000 hog farms existed the number 
had decreased to 68,300 by 2012. Figure 4 illustrates these developments.  
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F igure 4: Number of Hog Operations by Year, U.S. 
 
Source : USDA-NASS (2012) 
 
At the same time, average farm size significantly increased. However, this is based on the fact 
that currently a minority of hog CAFOs is producing the majority of animals. In figure 5 it can be 
seen that 3,300 hog operations produced 61.9 per cent of all hog in 2012, while at the same 
time 48,700 hog farmers produced 0.8 per cent of all hog (USDA, 2012c). In other words, the 
dramatic rise in average farm size can be attributed to the enormous growth of a minority of 
producers.   
 
F igure 5: Hog Operations and Inventory by Size Groups, 2012 U.S. 
 
Source : USDA-NASS (2012) 
 
Both the disappearance of nearly 250,000 hog farms and the rise of a small number of mega-
farms must have led to a drastic redistribution of wealth. In fact, a minority of farms now 
generate the vast majority of the total farm income as can be concluded from figure 5. 
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Economies of scale enable those mega farms to produce at a lower cost, but they also increase 
their adverse sustainability impacts. Interestingly, they can indirectly even worsen the 
sustainability performance of smaller farms. In particular, Hendrickson and James (2005) argue 
that price pressures (coming from large producers) can constrain the choices smaller farms can 
make regarding their production methods. Once constrained in their choices, smaller farmers are 
more likely to consider unethical behaviour as for example the application of environmentally 
harmful production methods.  
 
3.2.2 Geograph ica l Concentrat ion of Product ion  
Another important trend is that hog production is increasingly concentrating geographically. In 
the U.S. for example, it mainly takes places in the states of Iowa and North Carolina. This can be 
seen in the map from the USDA (2012d). In the darkest shaded regions hog production is 
highest and generates hog worth more than $2,5 billion. 
 
 
F igure 6: Geographical Concentration of Hog Production in the U.S.  
 
Source : USDA-NASS (2012) 
 
While hog production exploded and increasingly concentrated on Iowa and North Carolina, it has 
also imploded in particular areas of those states as Furuseth (1997) observed for the case of 
North Carolina. This can be seen in Figure 7, where the green dots indicate the geographical 
accumulation of hog operations. Furuseth (1997) attributes this implosion to the industrialization 
of the hog sector.  
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F igure 7: Leading Hog Production Counties in North Carolina, 1834 and 1995 U.S. 
       
 
 
Source : Furuseth (1997, p. 400) 
 
 
Such a concentration of hog production can significantly worsen the industry’s adverse 
sustainability impacts. As explained in the next chapter, the accumulation of hog producers is 
likely to provoke an exponential increase of the adverse impacts. This phenomenon is (above 
many) discussed in more detail in the next chapter. In chapter five those impacts and causes are 
then linked to the FASMS.  
 """"""""""
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4. L iterature Review of the Susta inabi l i ty Impacts  
4.1 Introduct ion 
In this chapter the focus is on the adverse impacts, because the positive impacts can nearly 
entirely be related to lower production costs (Lobao and Stofferahn, 2008, p. 228).  
 
All studies presented follow a chronological order and are sorted by their corresponding 
production stage. In other words, studies addressing the adverse sustainability impacts of feed 
growers are presented first. Additionally, the impacts are further sorted by category, hence 
environmental as well as social impacts.   
 
4 .2 Feed Grower 
4.2.1 Env i ronmenta l Impacts  
In the United States monocultures are at the core of industrial corn and soybean production and 
involve the growing of single crops intensively on a very large scale (Union of Concerned 
Scientists [UNCS], 2013). This usually demands vast amounts of pesticides, herbicides and 
fertilizers, as well as unsustainable rates of fossil fuels, land and water. This type of production 
therefore relates to significant externalities such as eroding biodiversity among plants and 
animals, soil erosion, as well as pollution of soil, water, and air (Horrigan, Lawrence and Walker, 
2002, p. 445). All of those impacts are in turn provoking additional environmental as well as 
social degradations. For example, soil erosion can cause impaired quality of water bodies when in 
eroded sediments are transported to streams, lakes or estuaries (Uri, 2000, p. 72). Therefore 
the list of all impacts is enormous. 
 
Interestingly such impacts are not only linked to conventional industrialized growers, but also to 
organic industrialized growers. A study conducted by Knight and Newman (2013) for example 
investigated whether large organic farms are equally sustainable as smaller ones. Their findings 
suggest that larger average organic farm size is associated with higher fertilizer consumption, 
indicating that organic agribusinesses are less sustainable than smaller organic farmers. Their 
results are consistent with another study conducted by Tavernier and Tolomeo (2008), which 
suggests that smaller organic farms are better stewards of the environment (Ibid., p. 42).  
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4.2.2 Soc ia l Impacts  
Walter Goldschmidt was one of the first to investigate the social impacts of industrialized 
farming on rural communities. In the early 1940’s, Goldschmidt chose two similar Californian 
communities and compared them against each other. This was Arvin on the one hand, where 
large absentee-owned and non-family operated farms dominated. The other was Dinuba, where 
locally owned and family operated farms were more common.   
In his study he discovered that compared to Dinuba Arvin had a smaller middle class, lower 
family incomes, plus more hired workers and higher poverty (Goldschmidt, 1947). Also, Arvin’s 
schools and public services indicated a poorer quality and the community had fewer churches, 
fewer civic organizations and less retail establishments. Additionally, its residents had less control 
over public decisions and a lower civic participation. All together, Arvin as compared to Dinuba 
was underdeveloped.  
 
Hayes and Olmstead (1984) criticize Goldschmidt’s methodological approach. They argue that 
Arvin and Dinuba were too dissimilar and should not have been compared (Ibid., p. 433). The 
authors claim that a multitude of other aspects besides higher average farm size caused Arvin’s 
lower social standards. Although such criticism of Goldschmidt’s study exists, its findings have 
proved quite resilient until today (Lobao and Stofferahn, 2008, p. 221).  
 
A study conducted by Lovelace (1995) investigated on the biggest stressors that small to 
medium size farm families were facing. He concludes that most of the identified stressors were 
caused by the increasing market pressure on smaller farmers to industrialize (Ibid., p. 74). The 
majority of stressors identified in his study were of an economic nature, with the financial 
situation being the most damaging. Others stressors were for example the inadequate access to 
social institutions such as schools, hospitals, or recreational areas. The lack of insurance and 
access to the medical and social support systems also contributed. Lovelace further suggests 
that the industrialization of the sector lead to a breakdown of the local support systems. 
 
4 .3 Hog Producer 
4.3.1 Env i ronmenta l Impacts  
While traditional livestock farming is not a major source of environmental pollution, industrial 
livestock farming can cause significant environmental harm. Hog CAFOs are related to concerns 
regarding water as well as air quality, whereas hog wastes represent the main cause of those 
environmental degradations (Mitloehner and Schenker, 2007).  
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Most hog CAFOs do not just accommodate vast numbers of hog within a comparatively dense 
area, but they also accumulate immense amounts of faecal waste (Mallin and Cahoon, 2003, p. 
370). The latter contain nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, as well as bacteria. 
Overloads of those can be harmful to human health and the environment. Compared to other 
livestock, hog are the largest producers of those nutrients and the method used for their 
manure disposal is thus of major importance (Mallin and Cahoon, 2003, p. 370).  
 
Several disposal-methods exist. The one most widely applied in the U.S. is the open-air cesspool 
system, which is sometimes called lagoons (Flora et al., 2007, p. 16). The hog manure is 
collected and stored in those open cesspools until it is sprayed on nearby fields. The manure is 
usually not transported to other areas due to cost aspects. Cesspools are the cheapest method 
available, but they are also having the biggest externalities (Ibid., p. 16). Two of those are for 
example the decreased water and air quality. 
 
Taylor et al. (as cited in Wing, Cole and Grant, 2000) argues that problems with air quality are 
linked to the fact that the cesspools do not isolate hog wastes from the environment sufficiently 
well (p. 225). For example, air contamination can occur due to ammonia volatilization from the 
cesspools, but also from the fields on which it is applied. From the cesspools and field odours 
are usually transported downwind where residents can notice them. Odours can also be released 
directly from confinement houses through ventilation systems. 
 
Another urgent problem is associated with water quality near hog CAFOs. In their study, Mallin 
and Cahoon (2003) investigated the pollution of Iowa’s water bodies caused by hog CAFOs. 
They focused their analysis on those CAFOs that are using open-air cesspools. Their results 
suggest that hog CAFOs may be the largest agricultural polluter of streams and lakes. In 
particular, their findings indicate that two-thirds of all of Iowa’s counties experienced at least 
two waste spills in the last ten years. Also, the authors claim that a moderately strong 
relationship between hog manure of CAFOs and impaired waterways exists. Last but not least, 
they suggest that at least 55 per cent of all fish death came from livestock CAFOs, including 
hog. 
 
Another study confirms these findings and suggests that a downward passing of hog faeces into 
water bodies can occur when open-air cesspools are leaking, what happens comparatively often 
so the authors (Flora et al., 2007, p. 17). Forms of nitrate can easily pass into the groundwater 
because they are particularly mobile in soils. Manure runoff can also be caused by rain events 
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and can lead to contamination of regional waters with pathogenic bacteria. The traditional 
system of composting the manure would produce high temperatures that destroy the vast 
majority of dangerous microbes. By contrast, in the open-pit cesspools such high temperatures 
are not attained. However, due to other biological processes, most of the bacteria are dead once 
the slurry is spread on the fields.  
 
Nevertheless, due to the vast amount of waste and thus bacteria, a probability remains that 
some of the pathogenic microbes might be alive when the manure is applied on the fields (Mallin 
and Cahoon, 2003, p. 380). Rain could then transport those living bacteria to water bodies, 
where they would encounter favourable living conditions and stay alive for a long enough period 
to get in touch with humans. In fact, Mallin and Cahoon (2003) trace some large-scale microbial 
disease outbreaks to such events (p. 380). Their results are consistent with other studies 
conducted in that field, as for example with a study conducted by Arrus et al. (2006).  
 
Manure can also enter water bodies when applied on fields. Most commonly, the hog waste 
produced by the CAFOs is sprayed on fields as mentioned above. The corn or other plants 
cultivated on these fields can assimilate nutrients such as nitrate and phosphor. However, the 
massive amounts of faecal waste produced collide with the limited absorption capacity of plants. 
Hence, the hog manure spread on the fields cannot be absorbed, provoking a nutrient overload. 
Because parts of the nutrients cannot be absorbed, they rather pass through the soil into the 
groundwater, where it can cause serious harm. 
 
Additionally, the occurrence of normal rain right after hog manure was sprayed on fields can 
provoke nitrate and bacterial intrusion into water bodies and pollute them. The rain would carry 
the nitrates and phosphorus contained in the manure from the fields to nearby waters or to 
groundwater. This is also called surface runoff or subsurface runoff respectively.  
 
Especially poor communities are affected by the just-presented impacts. Wing, Cole and Grant 
(2000) suggest that most of the hog CAFOs that use open-air cesspools for their waste were 
located in areas where people dependent on wells for their water supply, including drinking water. 
As Wing et al. (2008) claim, poor communities located close to large-scale hog CAFOs have 
mostly bad quality housing and unprotected sources of groundwater for drinking. Those make 
residents more vulnerable to bacteria spreads by hog operations.  
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4.3.2 Soc ia l Impacts  
4.3.2.1 Phys ica l and Menta l Hea lth Impacts  
All of the studies presented in this abstract investigate the potential physical and mental health 
impacts of hog CAFOs on people living in their vicinity. The physical health studies are 
introduced first.  
 
Thu et al. (1997) conducted a study in Iowa, where most of the hog are being produced in the 
U.S. The authors’ findings indicate that near-by residents have an increased occurrence of 
fourteen out of eighteen investigated health symptoms. Those were in particular respiratory 
symptoms such as sputum, cough, breath shortness, chest tightness and wheezing. Additionally, 
nausea, dizziness, weakness and fainting were reported as more frequent. Last but not least, the 
results also claimed that headaches, plugged ears, runny noses, sore throats and burning eyes 
occurred more frequently to those people living close to the hog CAFO.  
 
Another study conducted by Wing and Wolf (2000) for the state of North Carolina, suggests 
that people living close to hog CAFOs state similar symptoms. As mentioned earlier, North 
Carolina ranks second in hog production, right after Iowa. The people surveyed reported that 
they were likewise experiencing frequent headaches, runny noses, as well as sore throats, 
excessive coughing and burning eyes. Additionally, they claimed to experiencing diarrhoea more 
often than usual (Ibid., p. 237).  
 
Thu et al. (1997) as well as Wing and Wolf (2000) both used surveys as their methodological 
approach. As opposed to that, another study conducted by Schiffman et al. (2005) was 
executed as a laboratory experiment. Its findings suggest that no significant health effects are 
verifiable through medical tests (p. 571). However a supplementary conducted survey asserts 
that the volunteers were experiencing headaches, eye irritation and nausea (Ibid., p. 572). This 
accords with the results of the first two studies presented. 
 
In all three studies the residents and volunteers stated that the odours were the main reason for 
their illnesses. In fact, hog odours consist of different components, such as for example 
ammonia, (NH3). When exceeding certain atmospheric concentration, those can be noxious to 
human health. Hence, the odours might indeed be the cause of the health symptoms.  
 
In order to investigate whether or not this could be true, Wilson and Serre (2006) conducted a 
study in Eastern North Carolina. In that part of the state, the density of hog CAFOs is known to 
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be highest. The authors measured the exposure and concentration of NH3 in the atmosphere of 
communities located close to hog CAFOs. Their findings claim that NH3 concentrations are related 
to both, distance to hog CAFOs as well as number of hog per operation. The authors further 
claim that hog CAFO density is another important parameter predicting atmospheric NH3 levels. 
Their outcomes even suggest that homes and schools within about 2 kilometres distance to a 
high density of hog operations could be exposed to NH3 levels up to forty times higher than 
normal ambient levels (Ibid., p. 4985). This in turn, according to the authors, could be one of 
the causes for the above-mentioned symptoms.  
 
Wilson and Serre (2006) however left the question open as to when those odours are usually 
present in the communities. However, Wing et al. (2008) examined to when those odours usually 
occur. Likewise, their research focused on Eastern North Carolina. Their outcomes indicate that 
hog malodour is commonly present in communities neighbouring hog CAFOs and that most 
residents constantly experience hog waste odours.  
 
Next to physical health problems also a variety of mental health problems can be related to hog 
waste odour. Studies indicating such a relationship are being introduced in the next paragraphs.  
 
Schiffman et al. (1995) investigated the emotional lives of people living close to large-scale hog 
CAFOs in North Carolina. The authors focused on potential mood disturbances of residents 
exposed to odours. Their outcomes claim that people living in the vicinity of hog CAFOs 
experience significantly more tension, more depression, as well as more anger, less vigour, more 
fatigue and greater confusion. Also, their findings suggest that neighbours of large hog 
operations experience more total mood disturbances.  
 
In contrary to that, the study by Thu et al. (1997) delivers little evidence for mental health 
impacts on residents living in the vicinity of a large-scale hog CAFO. Mental health symptoms 
such as anxiety and depression were not found to appear more frequently (Ibid., p. 20).  
 
These findings agree with another study conducted by Schiffman et al. (2005). In this laboratory 
experiment, volunteers exposed to odours stated that they experienced no significant effects on 
either mood, attention or memory. Nevertheless, the authors attribute these opposing findings to 
the different methodological approaches used (Ibid., p. 574). For example, in the laboratory 
experiment the volunteers were exposed to the hog CAFO odours for just a one-hour period. The 
participant could withdraw any moment from the experiment and were also financially 
compensated for the molestations. Plus, the volunteers knew that they were exposed to 
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controlled and approved levels of odours. The authors note that all of those characteristics differ 
essentially from the actual circumstances that residents living near large hog CAFOs face.   
 
4.3.2.2 Qual i ty of L i fe and other Impacts 
Next to adverse physical and mental health impacts, adverse impacts on quality of life have been 
frequently identified in studies investigating the impacts of large-scale hog CAFOs on 
neighbouring residents.  
 
For example Wing and Wolf (2000) report that residents in North Carolina saw their quality of 
life significantly lowered by the presence of nearby hog CAFOs. In particular, residents claimed 
that due to hog odours they could not open their windows nor go outside in many instances, 
even during periods of nice weather (Ibid., p. 237).  
Another study conducted for the state of North Carolina proposes that hog odours can interrupt 
daily-life activities of nearby residents (Wing et al., 2008). Its findings even suggest that odours 
can interrupt people’s sleep and that they can interfere with beneficial uses of property (Ibid., p. 
1367).  
 
Not only can hog CAFOs pose health risks on nearby residents and lower their quality of life, but 
they can also have additional adverse impacts, some which are presented next.   
 
Wing, Cole and Grant (2000) analysed the location characteristics of large-scale hog operators in 
North Carolina and claim that there is a much higher concentration of large-scale hog CAFOs in 
areas with high percentages of poor and non-white residents. They suggest that for areas where 
both variables – poverty and colour – are satisfied simultaneously, the excess of hog CAFOs is 
greatest. In all of their investigations, large-scale integrated hog operations were significantly 
more likely to accumulate in poor and non-white areas, than large-scale independent hog 
operations.  
 
Wilson et al. (2002) conducted a similar analysis for the state of Mississippi. The authors 
assessed a potential relationship between race and poverty on the one hand and the location-
choice of large-scale hog CAFOs on the other hand. Their results are consistent with those of 
Wing, Cole and Grant (2000) as they likewise suggest that large-scale hog operations 
accumulated in areas of the state that are characterized by poor African American communities. 
Nevertheless, Wilson et al. (2002) could not find evidence that both variables – poverty and 
colour – are related to an excess in hog CAFO accumulation (Ibid., p.199).  
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In their study Mirabelli et al. (2006) analysed if and to what extent Northern Carolina’s students 
may be exposed to emissions coming from hog CAFOs. They were also interested in determining 
if there is a relation between the schools’ demographic characteristics and the presence of hog 
odours. Their outcomes indicate that odour is a more common problem for schools characterized 
by higher percentages of non-white and economically disadvantaged students.  
 
Next to aspects of poverty and ethnic economic aspects were identified by some authors. Flora 
et al. (2007) for example investigated the sustainability impacts of hog CAFOs for the state of 
Iowa. Their results suggest that persons without completed high school education tend to move 
to areas of the state experiencing strong hog CAFO growth (Ibid., p. 10). The authors also note 
that the trend towards larger and more concentrated hog operations possibly leads to a modest 
growth in the workforce demand that would concentrate on the low-wage income sector (Ibid., 
p. 10).  
 
Wing et al. (2008) further suggest that the existence of large-scale hog CAFOs is adversely 
affecting already poor communities. They argue that poor communities have lower levels of 
formal schooling and less access to legal and political resources. Those make it even more 
difficult for these communities to proactively support the enforcement of adequate policies that 
protect their interests (Ibid., p. 1367).   
 
4 .4 Hog Transporter and Hog S laughterer 
4.4.1 Env i ronmenta l Impacts  
As no significant environmental impacts could be identified for slaughterer, in this abstract only 
the impacts of the transport activities will be shortly discussed.  
 
It is a well-known fact that transport activities are responsible for large amounts of C02 
emissions. In fact, about one fourth of global C02 emissions are potentially caused by transport 
activities, while 75 per cent of these emissions can be attributed to road transport (Raux and 
Lee-Gosselin, 2010, p. 111). C02 emissions have been shown to be potentially harmful to human 
health by a broad number of studies and other investigations (see also Pant and Harrison, 2013, 
p. 78). Reducing such emissions is desirable and can be achieved by shortening transport ways 
or using different types of fuels, as for example gas or biodiesel.  
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4.4.2 Soc ia l Impacts  
In this abstract the social impacts of hog transport will be presented before potential impacts of 
large-scale slaughterer are discussed.  
 
Rule, Evans and Silbergeld (2008) analysed if current methods of transporting living animals 
(especially from the CAFO to the slaughterhouse) could provoke bacteria releases that may be 
harmful to human health. Although the authors focused in their analysis on potential bacterial 
contaminations caused by poultry transports, they strongly suggest that their results may be 
valid for other livestock sectors as well (Ibid., p. 38).  
In their study the authors focused on an area of the United States that is a major production 
region for poultry and hence heavily used for poultry transports. Their findings suggest that the 
transport of living poultry in open cages can release harmful bacteria in the general environment. 
Their findings claim possible health threats especially to people living in areas densely occupied 
by livestock CAFOs, as for example hog operations. Plus, people travelling behind those 
transporters can also be adversely impacted (Ibid., p. 38).  
 
Juska et al. (2003) investigated if and in which way the intensification and concentration of the 
meat industry has increased health related dangers of beef consumption. However, they their 
results are most possibly also valid for the hog industry, as the systems of beef and pork 
production are very similar.  
In particular, the authors examined the risks of getting infected with the Escherichia coli bacteria 
(E. coli O157:H7), which are mainly transmitted through the consumption of meat. The authors 
argue that the dominance of large-scale meat production systems in the USA has altered the 
characteristics of foodborne bacteria and that the industrialization of the meat sector created 
structures, which favour the spread of even small amounts of bacteria existing in the meat.  
For example, a mistake made in a slaughterhouse butchering thousands of animals a day, can 
cause E. coli O157:H7 to spread rapidly through the system of meat distribution, preparation, 
and consumption (Ibid., p. 11). At the same time, the rapid industrialization of the meat 
production has reduced the industry’s flexibility to introduce changes necessary to preclude 
and/or control the rapid spread of pathogens.  
In summary, the authors claim that through the industrialization of the meat industry, humans 
are exposed to an increased risk of food contamination. Especially for younger and older parts of 
the population, this could mean increased risk of illness.  
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5. Development and Structure of the FASMS 
5.1 ISO 14001 and the Agr icu ltura l Sector  
In this abstract first the ISO 14001 is introduced, as it is the foundation of the FASMS. The ISO 
14001 was launched in 1996 by the International Organization of Standardization (ISO) and 
updated in 2000 and 2004. It is the most widely applied environmental management system in 
the world (ISO homepage, 2013). 
 
The ISO 14001 is based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act, (PDCA) approach (ISO, 2009, p. 8).  In the 
first stage (Plan) organizations have to identify their environmental impacts and establish 
objectives, targets and action plans. They also have to formulate their environmental policy. In 
the second stage (Do) the implementation of the actions (identified in the Plan stage) is 
executed. The third stage (Check) involves the monitoring and measuring of the progress made 
towards the targets and thus the successfulness of the actions. In the last step (Act) further 
action needs to be taken in order to ensure the continuous improvement of the management 
system.  
The following figure 8 illustrates the original ISO 14001 approach, but has been enhanced with a 
social dimension. This is important, because the FASMS is based on this modified version of the 
PDCA approach.    
 
F igure 8: ISO 14001 and Social Dimension 
 
Source : adjusted from ISO (2009) 
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In figure 8 the Plan stage is emphasised because here companies can encounter major 
difficulties. In task one for example, hog producers would need to assess their sustainability 
impacts, as also the sSWOT tool demands. This can be a very demanding task and potentially 
even prevent them from applying the ISO 14001 system (or sSWOT tool), as Wall, Weersink and 
Swanton (2001, p. 39-40) suggest:   
 
The identification of the environmental impacts arising from its activities and […] will be a major 
stumbling block for most individual agricultural producers or organizations wishing to become ISO 14001 
certified. The informational and time requirements necessary to assemble such a system would be 
onerous for most farmers. 
 
Especially those firms that are inexperienced with sustainability management could be 
discouraged to assess their impacts.  
 
Another challenge could lie in the development of objectives, targets and action plans based on 
those impacts (Azapagic, 2003).  
 
Taking these potential challenges in consideration, as part of this master thesis the attempt was 
made to develop a system (FASMS) that would (i) enable hog producers to gain a broad 
understanding of their sustainability impacts in a simplified manner and (ii) provide them with a 
tool that enables them to conveniently translate these impacts into objectives, targets and 
actions. Challenge (i) will be solved in abstract 5.2.1 and challenge (ii) in abstract 5.2.2.      
 
5 .2 The Draft Company Manua l  
The proposed FASMS is based on the ISO 14001 and therefore built likewise on the PDCA 
approach. However, essential adjustments have been made in the first stage (Plan) of the 
system to solve challenge (i) and (ii). A step-by-step self-assessment process was developed 
that should significantly simplifying those tasks for hog producers. This process is incorporated 
into a company manual, which consists of the following elements: 
 
• Draft Questionnaire  (Part 1) 
• Answer Sheet   (Part 2) 
• Impact Table   (Part 3) 
• sSWOT Matrix   (Part 4) 
• Potential Actions  (Part 5) 
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Parts one to three aim at lowering the companies’ workload when assessing their sustainability 
impacts. Parts four to five should help companies to develop their objectives, targets and 
actions.  
 
5.2.1 Ident i f icat ion of Impacts 
The following figure gives a first overview of the self-assessment process developed to help hog 
producers to identify their sustainability impacts.  
 
F igure 9: Impact Assessment Process 
 
Source : Composed by the author 
 
First hog producers should fill in a questionnaire. Here they should answer questions about the 
feed producer’s production characteristics, as well as about their own production methods. The 
next questions concern the hog transporter and slaughterhouse, which are also part of the 
production line.  
In other words, they have to provide basic information about the producers involved along the 
product’s lifecycle (only the ones for which significant adverse sustainability impacts could be 
identified. See here also chapter two).  
 
In the questionnaire, a symbol indicates to which production stage each group of questions 
belong. To ensure the usability of the questionnaire, only such information is demanded that can 
be provided easily.  
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Once the companies filled in the questionnaire, they should consult the answer sheet in part two 
of the company manual. This in turn will lead them to the specific impact groups assigned to 
them.   
 
The impact groups are presented in a table in part three of the manual. In that step companies 
should simply read the impacts proposed to them and, if applicable, conduct further research. 
The impacts table comprises comprehensive up-to date research findings (as identified in chapter 
four). In the tables the different production stages (e.g. feed producers, hog producers) are 
illustrated with their colour and symbol (as assigned in chapter two, where the LCA was 
modelled). Each production stage contains its impact information sorted by categories (e.g. 
health impacts, quality of life impacts).  
 
At the end of this process the companies should have gained a broad understanding of their 
major impacts in a comparatively easy and fast manner, without having to engage in a 
complicated impact assessment.  
 
5.2.2 Ident i f icat ion of Object ives, Targets and Act ions 
The second potential difficulty is the development of objectives, targets and action plans. Here, 
the sSWOT tool could help to simplify this process (Azapagic, 2003, p. 306). At the same time, 
the impacts assigned to the company in step one to three of the manual can be used here. 
Figure 10 illustrates this process.  
 
F igure 10: Objective, Target and Action Plan Development Process 
 
Source : Composed by the author 
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The specific impacts (assigned to the companies in step three) can now simply be pasted into 
the sSWOT matrix template, which is provided in part four of the company manual. In order to 
make it easier for the companies to include their impacts in the right position of the matrix, it is 
indicated where exactly to paste them.  
 
When pasting their impacts in the sSWOT matrix managers should also assign weights to each 
impact in order to indicate its relative importance (as described in chapter two). This allocation 
of weights is subjective, but justifiable criteria should be applied. For example, adverse impacts 
on human health should always have the highest priority.  
 
After all the sustainability impacts are being pasted in the matrix, the company should complete 
it with further company specific information. Based on this matrix managers can then set 
objectives and targets as well as develop action plans in a comparatively easy way (Azapagic, 
2003, p. 306). A list of potential actions is also provided at the end of the company manual. 
The symbol above each action indicates which lifecycle stage it concerns.  
 
Once all tasks have been completed, the company can devise its sustainability strategy 
(Azapagic, 2003). This should be possible now that the hog producer has a clear overview of its 
sustainability impacts, objectives and targets. Figure 11 illustrates this last step.  
 
F igure 11: Completed Process  
 
Source : Composed by the author 
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To conclude, the here presented process enables managers to easily set and prioritize objectives 
and targets and, based on those, develop action plans that take key sustainability issues into 
account (see also Azapagic, 2003, p. 310).  
 
5 .3 Conc lus ions  
In chapter two general criteria for the FASMS were determined. Those demand the system to:  
 
(a) be easy-to-use and cost efficient 
(b) include all three dimensions of sustainability 
(c) bring them into the company’s core strategy focus 
(d) simultaneously increase the company’s profitability 
 
In chapter five additional industry-specific requirements were identified, which state that by using 
the FASMS hog producers should be able to:  
 
(i) assess their sustainability impacts in a simplified manner 
(ii) conveniently translate the impacts into objectives, targets and actions 
  
In order to satisfy all of those criteria, the initial PDCA structure of the ISO 14001 was adjusted. 
A draft company manual tailored to the specific needs of the hog industry was created. This 
manual consists of a step-by-step self-assessment that should help hog producers to identify 
their potential sustainability impacts in a fast, easy and comparatively inexpensive manner. 
Therefore, criteria (a) and (i) could possibly be fulfilled. 
The impacts identified in the self-assessment can then be used to compile the sSWOT matrix 
(without a further impact assessment) in order to develop the objectives, targets and actions. 
Therefore criterion (ii) is satisfied. Additionally, the sSWOT tool itself agrees with criteria (b), (c) 
and (d), as explained in chapter two of this thesis. In other words, potentially all the criteria are 
satisfied by the FASMS. 
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5.4 Deve lopment of the Quest ionna i re 
In this abstract it will shortly be discusses based on which criteria the questionnaire was 
developed. This should be explained, as all aspects incorporated in the questionnaire will finally 
be part of the whole FASMS. Therefore it is important to justify why some of the aspects have 
been considered and others not. The following paragraphs aim at completing the efforts to make 
the development process of the FASMS fully transparent.  
 
Most CAFOs and AFOs are accumulated in particular regions of Iowa and South Carolina. Although 
Iowa is located in the mid-north of the United States and South Carolina in the southeast, the 
adverse impacts related to those producers seem similar. Therefore different geographical 
circumstances can currently not be directly related to the impacts. For this reasons, the 
questionnaire does not consider regional differences.  
 
Whereas geographical circumstances do not appear crucial, the density of hog CAFOs seems to 
significantly influence the occurrence and strength of impacts. With a higher accumulation of 
CAFOs their adverse impacts increase exponentially. Density aspects were therefore incorporated 
in the questionnaire.  
 
Industrialized hog producers usually apply production methods that resemble each other. 
However, producers can essentially differ in their operational size, stage of industrialization, as 
well as waste disposal methods. Next to density aspects, all of the just mentioned criteria are 
strongly related to the adverse impacts. Because of this, they were included in the questionnaire 
and hence in the whole management system.  
 
Last but not least, the production methods of business partners are important, because the 
sSWOT takes a lifecycle perspective. For example, an unsustainable hog feed producer can as 
much lower the sustainability performance of the final product as any other party involved along 
the production line. In that regard, questions about companies involved along all production 
stages are part of the questionnaire.   
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6. Company Manual Out look   
 
 
 
CONTENT: 
 
 
 
PART 1 
Draft Quest ionnaire 
 
 
PART 2 
Draft Answer Sheet 
 
 
PART 3 
Impact Table 
 
 
PART 4 
Susta inabi l i ty SWOT 
 
 
PART 5 
Draft Potent ia l Act ions 
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6.1 Quest ionna i re  
 
 
Instruction: 
Please try to answer all the questions as indicated and fill in the box below each question group. 
After you have completed the questionnaire, please go on to Part 2.  
 
 
 
 
Please select just ONE statement: 
 YES NO 
Q1 My organization purchases its feed from large conventional farmers.    
Q2   My organization purchases its feed from large organic farmers.    
Q3 My organization purchases its feed from small/medium size convent. farmers.   
Q4 My organization purchases its feed from small/medium size organic farmers.    
    
Resu lt : I checked the following question (Q1, Q2, Q3 or Q4)  
Please indicate in the box!   
  
 
 
 
 
Please select ALL statements. A 
YES 
B 
NO 
Q5 My organization accommodates more then 2000 hog.   
Q6   My organization keeps its hog inside.   
Q7 My organization is located less then 5 km from homes and schools.   
Q8 My organization is located in high density of other CAFOs.   
Q9 My organization is integrated.   
    
Resu lt : I checked the following letter on average more often (A or B?)  
Please indicate in the box!   
  
 
 
Part 1 
Draft Questionnaire "
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Please select ALL statements. C 
YES 
D 
NO 
Q10 My organization uses open-air cesspools as a hog waste handling system.   
Q11  My organization experienced waste spills or leakages in the past.   
Q12 My organization is using a ventilation system that transports odours 
outside.  
  
Q13 My organization applies manure on fields also when they do not need it.    
Q14 My organization has NO environmental management system in place.    
    
Resu lt : I checked the following letter on average more often (C or D?)  
Please indicate in the box!   
  
 
 
 
 
Please select ALL statements. YES NO 
Q15 My organization transports living animals in open cages to the slaughterer.   
Q16  My organization transports living animals along residential areas.   
Q17 My organization transports living animals on commonly used public roads.   
Q18 My organization uses trucks running on normal gasoline (non-green fuels).   
    
Resu lt : I checked the following letter on average more often (E or F?)  
Please indicate in the box!   
  
 
 
 
 
Please select just ONE statement: YES NO 
Q19 My organization supplies a smaller size slaughterer.    
Q20  My organization supplies a medium size slaughterer.   
Q21 My organization supplies a large size slaughterer.    
    
Resu lt : I checked the following question (Q20, Q21, Q22)  
Please indicate in the box!   
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6.2 Answer Sheet 
 
 
Instruction: 
In order to identify which impacts can be assigned to you, please select your answers below. 
The symbols indicate which lifecycle stages is concerned. Please make sure that you consult all 
possible answer scenarios presented below. Afterwards, please go on to Part 3.  
 
 
 
 
! If you answered Q1 with YES, then please go to impact group 1.1 to 1.2 
! If you answered Q2 with YES, then please go to impact group 1.3 
! If you answered Q3 with YES, then please go to impact group 1.1 to 1.2 
! If you answered Q4 with YES, then you have no identified impacts 
 
 
 
 
! If you checked B + D, then you have no identified impacts 
! If you checked B + C, then please go to impact group 2.1 to 2.8 
! If you checked A + D, then please go to impact group 2.6 to 2.7 
! If you checked A + C, then please go to impact group 2.8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
! If you answered Q15 with NO, then you have no identified impacts  
! If you answered Q15 with YES and Q16 or Q17 with YES, then please go to impact 
group 3.1 
! If you answered Q15 with YES and Q16 and Q17 with NO, then you have no identified 
impacts ""
Part 2 
Draft Answer Sheet "
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! If you answered Q18 with YES, then please go to impact group 3.2 
! If you answered Q18 with NO, then you have no identified impacts """
  
 
! If you answered Q19 with YES, then you have no identified impacts 
! If you answered Q20 with YES, then you have no identified impacts 
! If you answered Q21 with YES, then please go to impact group 4.1 
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6.3 Impact Tab le  
 
 
 
Instruction: 
Please identify all the impacts assigned to your organization and read those carefully. The 
proposed impacts are supposed to provide you a starting point from which to conduct further 
research. After that please go on to Part 4. 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL IMPACTS OF NON-ORGANIC LARGE FEED GROWER 
 1.1 RESIDENT IMPACTS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL 
WEAKNESS 
 
 
• Financial stress 
• Inadequate access to social institutions (schools, 
hospital) 
• Lack of insurance  
• Inadequate access to the medical support system 
• Inadequate access to the social support system 
1.2 COMMUNITY IMPACTS 
 
  
• Smaller middle class/ greater income inequality 
• Lower family incomes 
• More hired workers 
• Higher poverty 
• Poorer quality schools 
• Poorer quality public services 
• Fewer churches 
• Fewer civic organizations 
• Fewer retail establishments 
• Less democratic political decision-making 
• Lower civic participation of residents 
• Increased crime rates   
• Higher unemployment 
• Deterioration in community organizations 
SUSTAINABILITY IMPACTS OF ORGANIC LARGE FEED GROWER 
1.3 PERFORMANCE IMPACTS ENVIRONMENTAL 
WEAKNESS  • Less environmentally friendly than smaller organic 
farmers 
• Impede truly organic farming  
Part 3 
Impact Table "
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ODOUR IMPACTS OF LARGE HOG PRODUCER 
  
 
 
2.1 PHYSICAL HEALTH   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL 
WEAKNESS 
 
 • Nausea 
• Dizziness 
• Weakness 
• Fainting 
• Headaches 
• Plugged ears 
• Runny noses 
• Scratchy throat 
• Burning eyes 
• Sore throat 
• Excessive coughing 
• Diarrhea 
• Stress 
2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICE 
 • Nearby residents are affected by environmental health 
hazards 
• Impacting especially children 
2.3 MENTAL HEALTH  
 • Tension 
• Depression 
• Anger 
• Less vigour 
• Fatigue 
• Confusion 
• Total mood disturbances 
2.4 QUALITY OF LIFE  
 • Residents cannot open home windows  
• Residents cannot go outside even when nice weather 
• Residents cannot freely enjoy their property 
• Residents are interrupted in daily life activities  
• Residents are interrupted in their night sleep  
• Residents are disrupted in their social activities  
2.5 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTS 
 • Eroding social capital 
• Greater social vulnerability of population  
• Higher poverty  
• More minority populations 
2.6 REGIONAL ECONOMY   
ECONOMIC 
WEAKNESS 
 • Hampering healthy economic development  
• More working-poor people  
• Net loss of jobs 
PRODUCTION METHOD IMPACTS OF LARGE HOG PRODUCER 
2.7 CORPORATE TRANSITION OPTIONS  
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
WEAKNESS 
 
 • Industrialization and integration impedes transition 
options to sustainable production methods 
2.8 ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 
 • Impaired drinking water quality 
• Fish deaths  
• Impaired quality of other water bodies 
• Release of noxious gases, such as ammonia, in the air  
" &,"
 
 
3.1 PHYSICAL HEALTH  
SOCIAL 
WEAKNESS 
  • Living-animal transport in open cages can cause 
releases of bacteria harmful to human health. At risk 
are people residing along those transportation routes 
and people travelling in vehicles behind those 
transporters.  
3.2 POLLUTION  
ENVIRONMENTAL 
WEAKNESS 
 • Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
 
 
4.1 PHYSICAL HEALTH  
SOCIAL 
WEAKNESS 
  • In large-scale slaughterhouses pathogenic bacteria can 
spread easier and wider and therefore constitute a 
major threat to human health. 
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6.4 Susta inab i l i ty SWOT Matr ix  
 
 
 
Instruction: 
Please copy and pasted the impacts assigned to you in Part 3 in the sSWOT matrix. The red, 
green and brown shaded regions in the impact table (Part 3) suggest you were to include the 
impacts. Also, please make sure that in the sSWOT matrix you assign each impact group the 
(subjectively) right amount of lifecycle symbols, to indicate its importance.  
 
Lifecycle Hog Meat: 
Feed 
Production  
Hog 
Production 
Transportation Slaughtering  Distribution Consumption 
or waste 
      
      
      
STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES 
 
ECONOMIC 
 
 
ECONOMIC 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 
 
ECONOMIC 
 
ECONOMIC 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
Part 4  
Sustainability SWOT  "
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6.5 Act ions  
 
 
 
Instruction: 
The following actions could potentially lower your adverse sustainability impacts. Please select 
the ones you think would be most appropriate. The symbols indicate in which production stage 
you would need to engage changes (e.g. change your supplier or change your own approach).   
 
  
  
• Purchase of hog feed from smaller organic farmers 
• Or incentivise existing suppliers to change production methods 
• Purchase hog feed from local farmers 
 
 
• Use of closed lagoons as waste handling system 
• Use of indoor ventilation system that filters odours  
• Compensation of nearby residents for their impacts 
• Supports to the local economy "
 
• Transport of animals along uninhabited areas  
• Transport of animals along untraveled roads 
• Use of biodiesel for trucks  
 
 
• Supply to different smaller slaughterers  
• Usage of recycled materials for meat packaging 
Part 5  
Draft Potential Actions "
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6.6 Example for a Susta inab i l i ty SWOT Matr ix  
 
 
The following table illustrate how an sSWOT matrix for a hog producer could look like. For that 
example, the following presented hog producer was chosen.  
 
The hog producer: 
 
• purchases its hog feed from an unsustainable large corn producer, 
• is an industrialized large producer (CAFO), 
• uses open-pit cesspools as a waste handling system, 
• has not yet any sustainability management system in place, 
• is located close to residential areas, 
• is located in a high density area with other hog producers, 
• transports its living-hog in open cages to the slaughterhouse, 
• transports its living-hog on public roads along residential areas and 
• supplies large slaughterhouses. 
 
 
Obviously, not all relevant aspects could be considered, as the space for sSWOT table in this 
master thesis is limited. Because of the same reason it was also not possible to paste all 
relevant impacts groups in their full extend in the matrix. Only some selected impacts from each 
group are included. Wherever this is the case it says se lected impacts. 
 
Also, the allocation of the weights aims only at indicating the utilization of the matrix, rather 
then trying to imply any importance of the impacts.  
 
Last but not least, the word ’fair’ was used to describe that something is ’produced in a 
sustainable manner’. For example, if it says in the matrix that the demand for ’fair’ meat is 
expected to grow, then ’sustainable produced’ meat is meant.  
 
 
 
" '&"STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES  
ECONOMIC 
 
      
• Lower production costs  
  
      
• Lower production costs  "
      
• Lower transport costs 
 
      
• Cheaper prices for customers  
 
ECONOMIC 
  
  
• Lower prices received from customers (no 
“organic” profit margin) 
 
  
• Lower prices received from customers (no 
“organic” profit margin) 
 
  
• Miss out on consumers that would rather 
buy fair/sustainable meat  
  
  
• Customers demanding fair meat can not 
satisfy their demand  
  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
  
Selected environmental impacts: 
• Many Fish deaths  
• Impaired water quality  
• Bacterial contamination of waters 
• Release of noxious gases in the air 
  
 
SOCIAL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
  
Selected impacts on remaining/unemployed 
farmers:  
• Financial stress  
• Lack of insurance  
• Lack of access to health system 
 
  
Selected community impacts: 
• Smaller middle class 
• Higher poverty 
• Poorer quality schools 
• Less democratic political decision-making 
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OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 
 
ECONOMIC 
 
  
• Better distribution channels for “fair” meat              
 
  
• Growing demand for “fair” meat  
 
 
ECONOMIC 
 
  
• Regulatory pressures to internalize external 
costs  
  
  
• Reputational risks  
• Competitors achieving competition 
advantages by offering fair meat  
• Increasing regulatory pressure to internalize 
external costs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Higher crime rates   
• Higher unemployment 
 
  
Selected physical health impacts (residents):  
• Fainting 
• Headaches 
• Burning eyes 
• Excessive coughing 
 
  
Selected mental health impacts (residents):  
• Depression 
• Anger "
  
Selected quality of life impacts (residents): 
• Cannot open home windows 
• Cannot go outside 
 
  
• Releases of pathogen bacteria potentially 
harmful to human beings 
  
  
• Bacteria spread could impacts more people 
and thereby increases society’s health risk  "
" '("
 
  
• Distributers shift their demand towards 
“fair” meat 
 
  
• Increasing consumer awareness about 
sustainability impacts of meat production 
• Growing demand for “fair” meat 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
        
• New (or newly affordable) technologies 
available that lower environmental impacts  
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
 
  
• Restriction of certain production methods 
(open-pit cesspools)  
  
  
• Increasing pressure from interest groups  
  
 
SOCIAL 
 
 
  
• company benefits from better relation with 
community (less law suits, complains) 
  
  
• company benefits from better relation with 
community (less law suits, complains) 
  
 
• Increased profits through green marketing 
(higher sales) 
• Less financing costs and lower insurance 
premiums 
• Competitive advantage against other hog 
producers 
• Insurance of future profitability of the 
company 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
  
• Potential regulatory restriction to use certain 
production methods that are degrading 
mental and physical health of residents  
 
    
• Increasing pressure from interest groups and 
NGOs to protect communities 
• Civil rebellion and demonstrations against 
CFAOs  
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7. Genera l Discuss ion and Conclus ions  
7.1 Genera l Research Conc lus ions   
In this thesis, the FASMS – Framework for an Agribusiness Sustainability Management System –  
for the hog industry is presented. Before the developing of the system, a literature research was 
performed and weaknesses of existing sustainability tools and systems were found. The main 
conclusion of the literature study was that there is a need for an (a) easy-to-use and cost 
efficient system, which (b) brings all three dimensions of sustainability (c) into the company’s 
core strategy (d) while simultaneously increasing the company’s profitability.  
 
For the creation of the FASMS, the PDCA approach as used by the ISO 14001, was adopted. 
Major adjustments were made in the plan stage, as here obstacles could lie. For example, 
research suggests that the impact assessment (as demanded in the plan stage) could constitute 
a major challenge to agricultural producers. To reduce their workload, a draft company manual 
was developed. Part of this manual is a self-assessment process that should help companies to 
identify their potential sustainability impacts in an easy manner.  Finally, the sSWOT tool was 
integrated into the manual. This should help hog producers to define their objectives, targets 
and actions and bring sustainability into their core business strategy. "
7.2 Appl icab i l i ty of the FASMS 
Hinrichs and Welsh (2003) investigated how adaptable different livestock industries are in regard 
to more sustainable farming methods. Their results indicate that especially heavily industrialized 
hog producers are partly impregnable to sustainable practices. In other words, sustainable 
production methods might only be economically feasible for not yet heavily industrialized hog 
producers.  
 
However, this aspect is not a problem when using the sSWOT tool, because it takes a lifecycle 
perspective. It could therefore enable heavily industrialized hog producers - with low to no 
adoption potential - to increase their sustainability profile by taking actions concerning other 
production stages. For example, hog producers could start buying their hog feed from small 
organic farmers and thereby enhance their sustainability profile.  
 
A challenge arises when hog producers are not only heavily industrialized, but also heavily 
integrated. The latter means that some or even all companies along the production line belong 
" '*"
to the same parent company. For example, if the feed producer, hog producer, slaughterer, as 
well as processors all belong to one company, then they are integrated.  
 
Being an integrated hog producer means to possibly not have the opportunity to change the 
feed supplier, to mention just one example. Nevertheless, the sSWOT tool could help those 
companies to identify other ways to decrease their adverse impacts. For example companies 
using the system could identify the need to work closer with communities, which in turn could 
have beneficial impacts on their sustainability performance as well as profitability.    
 
Other (not fully integrated) hog producers could use the FASMS to substantially change their 
approach towards sustainability. In this way they could enter the market for sustainable food 
products, which is growing rapidly. This niche market has the potential to develop into a mass 
market, as could be seen for other sustainable food products. The latter would be based on a 
consumer shift away from unsustainable hog meat producers to the sustainable ones. Another 
benefit of the system is that it is easily adaptable also to other industries (see also as Azapagic, 
2003). 
 
7 .3 L imitat ions 
The FASMS is thought to be a first attempt to find a possible solution for the seemingly low 
sustainability engagement of the hog production industry. Because the FASMS is in its first 
steps, it has still many limitations. However, some of the existing inefficiencies could possibly be 
eliminated in the next steps of the development process.  
 
Its biggest limitation so far is that the system requires a comprehensive impact research, which 
also would need to be updated in adequate intervals. However, the initial comprehensive impact 
research would have to be conducted just ones.  
 
As the system is presented in this thesis, it is obviously a first draft that still needs 
improvement. However, rather than finding the ultimate answer to a global problem, it was the 
aim to dare taking first steps towards developing solutions for real-life sustainability business 
problems.  
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7.4 Recommendat ions for further Research   
The proposed FASMS for the hog industry is a first draft. There is a lot of additional work 
required. For example, the health impacts of workers could be included in the system, as well as 
aspects of animal welfare and greenhouse gas emissions linked to hog production. These are all 
very important aspects, but they needed to be excluded from this thesis due to their enormous 
complexity. Additionally, the questionnaire, answer sheet as well as proposed actions could be 
extended once those impacts have been identified.  
 
In a next step, it could be very useful to interview experts from the industry and ask them to 
provide further inputs and improvements. Residents and policy makers could also give valuable 
feedback. Then a pilot implementation could be conducted in a hog production company. 
Interviews and test-drives of the FASMS were not yet conducted at this point because they 
would go beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, this paper aims to be a starting point 
from which to proceed with such.  
 
Possibly the company manual could be built into a website that provides an interactive 
questionnaire that would automatically generate the impacts (based on the answers given by the 
companies). That program could even enable companies to compile their sSWOT matrix online. 
Moreover it would be very convenient if the program would automatically generate possible 
objectives, targets and actions. With the help of the website it would also be possible to 
conduct a complex sensitivity analysis. 
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